The discovery in 1987 of stable quasicrystals in the Al-Cu-Fe system was soon exploited to patent specific coatings that showed reduced friction in ambient air against hard antagonists. Henceforth, it was possible to develop a number of applications, potential or commercially exploited to date, that will be alluded to in this topical review. A deeper understanding of the characteristics of complex metallic alloys (CMAs) may explain why material made of metals like Al, Cu and Fe offers reduced friction; low solid-solid adhesion came later. It is linked to the surface energy being significantly lower on those materials, in which translational symmetry has become a weak property, that is determined by the depth of the pseudo-gap at the Fermi energy. As a result, friction is anisotropic in CMAs that builds up according to the translation symmetry along one direction, but is aperiodic along the other two directions. A review is given in this article of the most salient data found along these lines during the past two decades or so.
Introduction
The discovery of a stable icosahedral quasicrystal in the AlCu-Fe system [1] , followed shortly by that of stable decagonal quasicrystals in Al-Ni-Co and Al-Cu-Co alloys [2] , has allowed soon afterwards one of us to patent several application niches of those materials [3, 4] . Among other applications was the possibility to use coatings made thereof to reduce friction and adhesion against other metallic solids, which led later on to a more systematic study of the physical origin of this effect. This article gives an overview of the most salient features pointed out in contact mechanics, using quasicrystals sliding against different types of antagonists like hard chromium steel and diamond at a macroscopic level, or an atomic force microscope (AFM) tip in an ultra-high vacuum at the microscopic level.
Quasicrystals are ordered crystals in the usual sense that they diffract electrons or x-rays and form sharp diffraction patterns, which however, exhibit no translational symmetry, but may be referred to as a higher dimensional cubic lattice from which they are inferred in a one-to-one correspondence by a cut scheme (see for instance [5] and the references therein). This awkward jargon is explained elsewhere in this focus on complex metallic phases. Complex metallic phases, or complex metallic alloys (CMAs [6] ) encompass those metallic crystals that contain at least a few tens of atoms per unit cell, and, as the ultimate stage of complexity, quasicrystals. As illustrated in figure 1, transport properties of CMAs vary over orders of magnitude with increasing lattice complexity: the larger the number of atoms in the unit cell, the less conductive the crystal is. We will show later in this article that, similarly, friction and adhesion to a hard metal are partly dependent upon the lattice complexity of the CMA antagonist, an extreme being realized with quasicrystalline samples.
The article is organized in ten sections. We start with experimental details about the preparation metallurgy of the specimens, the pin-on-disk and fretting devices used and their conditions of use, as well as specific details regarding the experimental determination of partial densities of states that become relevant by the end of the paper. Friction against a hard material in ambient air, and far more so under a vacuum, leads to the surprising measurement of a reduced friction coefficient compared to materials of similar mechanical properties, especially hard steel and aluminum oxide, which are relevant to the elemental constituents of the quasicrystal. The main data gained from such comparisons will be reported in section 3. Experiments performed in an ultra-high vacuum using single grain samples sliding on top of each other and the discovery of friction anisotropy in decagonal quasicrystals 3 supplies the matter of the next section. It is followed by a section dedicated to the pin-on-disk data obtained in a secondary vacuum using a large variety of CMA samples, therefore of composition, hardness, and electronic structure. We show then how such data may be used to derive an estimate of the upper limit of the surface energy and we present a rather large list of experimental results that could not have been derived from experiments on single crystals at the approach of the melting point, or from computer simulations owing to the complexity of the lattices involved. Solid-solid adhesion and fretting test results are introduced in the following section, with a view to some potential applications in aerospace or ultra-high vacuum technologies. To end with, section 8 introduces some of the views about the interpretation of all the data in terms of partial densities of states and electronic transfer through the contact area. For the sake of illustration of the usefulness of CMAs regarding friction and energy savings, the last but one section describes an application niche, that is commercially available and combines electronic and mechanical properties to achieve light-weight composites offering much lower friction against steel than state-of-the-art composites. Finally, a perspective view and conclusions are given in the last section.
Experimental details
Most of the samples used for our tribological studies were prepared by a sintering technique, starting from crushed powders of the appropriate composition. The use of uniaxial pressure to close the inter-grain porosity is described elsewhere [7] , whereas information about isostatic pressurisation can be found in [8] . We will also refer in this review to data gained on single crystals grown by Czochralsky pulling at the Juelich Research Centre in Germany [9] . Coatings were widely studied in view of contact mechanics applications. They may be produced either by plasma torch spraying, starting from atomised powders preferably [10] , or by physical vapour deposition. The interested reader may find more information on this topic in [5] .
Commercial scratch testing and pin-on-disk devices 4 were used in ambient air conditions to assess the wear resistance and friction coefficient of such coatings when exposed to a hard indenter sliding on their surface either under variable or constant load. More advanced pieces of equipment, housed in vacuum chambers (figure 2), were used to assess the friction and fretting behaviour, respectively, when specimens are placed in aerospace conditions. A full account of the technical specifications of this equipment can be found in [11] . Preparation of the surface for tribology measurements was performed using carborundum abrasive paper down to 4000 grit under water, followed by cleaning in an ultrasound bath of pure ethanol. No diamond paste was used in order to avoid trapping some lubricating material in voids or cracks open at the surface, if any. The final roughness of the surface was assessed through its root mean square (RMS) and was found in the range 3 ⩽ RMS ⩽ 35 nm, smoothly decaying with increasing hardness of the bulk material (figure 3). Rugosity is therefore essentially the result of the polishing process, which removes and reconstructs the surface oxide layer since this manipulation takes place in ambient air. For experiments conducted in the secondary vacuum in the range 10 −5 to 10 −7 mbar, the roughness of the pin-surface interface must be different however, due to the removal of the oxide after a few passes, as we will see later, and cannot be assessed in this type of experiment. Details Figure 1 . Natural logarithm (denoted Ln) of the inverse resistivity (or conductivity) σ at 4 K plotted versus β C , the natural logarithm of the number of atoms in the unit cell. The index β C measures the complexity of the lattice and is introduced in detail in [4] . It does not become infinite in a quasicrystal, although a unit cell cannot be defined any longer because every sample is of finite size (grain size in a multi-grained specimen, or size of a single grain crystal). The correspondence between symbols and compounds is indicated in the right-hand side of the figure. Data align on a straight line with the slope equal to −1, which is indicative of it being self-organized criticality, as first introduced by Dubois [4] .
about the amorphous nature and growth kinetics of the surface oxide layer would take us too far in the present review but may be found elsewhere [12] [13] [14] .
AFM data, which we deal with in section 4 below, was acquired in an ultra-high vacuum using a scanning atomic force microscope equipped with a 4-quadrant photodiode that allows measuring simultaneously the lateral friction force whilst the surface image is recorded [15] . Passivation of the cantilever tip could be achieved by coating it with a thin organic film. Varying the contact mode this way led to deeper insight into the adhesion and friction properties of various CMAs [16] .
We will also refer in the following to measurements of the partial densities of states (DOSs) in order to improve our understanding of the underlying mechanism that promotes, or reduces, friction and adhesion in contact with CMAs. Those measurements were performed as explained in [17] , using the very same samples as the ones used on the devices of figure 2. They were obtained by soft x-ray emission spectroscopy (SXES), which is a technique that provides separately the energy distribution of partial occupied DOSs around each chemical species in the compound owing to the radiative recombination of a core hole from an outer atomic shell, here, and the valence band. Actually, the x-ray emission transitions are governed by dipole selection rules, so that the technique probes the p valence DOS alone and s and d valence DOSs together with transition probabilities favouring d states with respect to s ones. Moreover, the electronic states of each individual chemical species in the compound are probed Figure 2 . Pin-on-disk (left) and fretting test (right) apparatus designed to assess friction and adhesion against solids in secondary vacuum. These pieces of equipment were used in the present study in collaboration with Austrian Research Centres, Seibersdorf, Austria. See [11] for a detailed description of the technical specifications of these instruments. separately, the data being averaged over all atomic sites allocated to the species. Hence, the electronic distributions of the various constituents of a compound are obtained separately, each one in its own x-ray transition energy scale. For a meaningful view of the electronic structure of the valence band, it is therefore necessary to adjust the distinct electronic distributions in the same energy scale. For this purpose, it is convenient to use the binding energy scale that is supplied by measuring the binding energy of the inner level involved in the x-ray transition, so that a realistic picture of the valence band is obtained, which allows discussion of the electronic interactions between the many components of the compound and also comparison for a given chemical species between several compounds.
Reduced friction in ambient air and in a vacuum

Early measurements in ambient conditions
Initial data [18] using a scratch test device showed that quasicrystalline and approximant 5 materials of the Al-Cu-Fe(-Cr) system are characterized by a friction coefficient μ = F t /F n (where F t and F n are, respectively, the force that opposes the movement of the indenter in the plane of the sample surface and the applied load) that lies significantly below that of the individual constituents of the alloy. A large number of sample compositions and crystal structures were assessed regarding friction in air against a diamond indenter using a more versatile device called a pin-on-disk test machine. This device is exemplified in the left-hand side column of figure 2. The friction coefficient μ is defined in the same way, μ = F t /F n as shown in the bottom part of figure 2. Typical pin-on-disk measurements resemble the curve shown in figure 4 that presents the friction coefficient μ as a function of the distance run by the indenter in contact with the material. Most often, the pin is a sphere made of Cr hard steel or diamond, of a diameter equal to 6 mm or below, which is loaded by a mass of a few newtons, typically 1 or 2 N. The velocity of the disk relative to the pin is of the order of few 10 −2 ms −1 . Friction is sampled at a frequency of few hundred Hz, so that each full rotation of the disk is shown on the curve by tens to hundreds of data points. In ambient conditions, friction starts at relatively low values, around μ 0 = 0.2-0.3, and increases slowly with time, and therefore distance, until a sudden rise of μ appears at μ = μ 1 . This increase is provoked by tribo-oxidation [19] and the formation of a third body made of the worn out particles produced within the contact area, inside the trace, and contributing strongly to friction. Nearly steady state friction μ 2 is then observed above a distance δ 2 . The value of μ 2 ≈ 0.7-0.9 is only weakly dependent on the nature and composition of Al-based materials and experimental conditions. In contrast, the onset of high friction at a distance δ 1 , and the rise of friction between distances δ 1 and δ 2 may change drastically with the nature of the sample, its sensitivity to oxygen, and the settings of the pinon-disk apparatus.
A characteristic set of initial friction coefficients μ = μ 0 is assembled in figure 5 , which shows that μ roughly decreases in inverse proportion to the (Vickers) hardness of the samples that is used in this figure to order the samples along the x-axis, from the softer one (cross on the left for fcc aluminium) to the Figure 4 . Schematic presentation of a typical friction curve recorded for an Al-based CMA sample using the pin-on-disk apparatus operated in ambient air. The instantaneous friction coefficient μ is shown versus the distance run by the indenter in contact with the disk (see left-hand side column in figure 2 ). Since the relative velocity of the indenter contact point on the disk is fixed, the distance and time from the start of the experiment are directly proportional. The meaning of the symbols is explained in the text. Hv (vickers unit) μ Figure 5 . Friction coefficient μ measured in air for specimens with variable hardness given on the x-axis, using an alternating sliding scratch test equipped with a spherical diamond indenter of diameter 6 mm (load F n = 1 N). A full list of symbols is given in [20] . The cross and solid square close to the y-axis are for fcc aluminum and copper, respectively. The open square on the other side of the plot is for sintered alumina. Quasicrystals and approximants are visible close to the middle of the figure. They are clearly located under the general trend manifested by the other specimens, which approximately follow a curve (not shown) inversely proportional to the hardness. Adapted from [20] with permission of World Scientific, Singapore.
5 A so-called approximant is a CMA compound that may be related to a specific quasicrystal using the same high dimensional reference frame, but according to a rational projection onto the usual 3D space, see [5] for details.
hardest (sintered alumina, open square on the right) [20] . Yet, quasicrystals and highly complex approximants are found below the data characteristic of the other materials, in the middle of the figure, and especially below measurements made with metallic alloys like hard Cr steel that exhibit comparable hardness and Young modulus.
Pin-on-disk data measured in a secondary vacuum
The response of pin-on-disk tests changes drastically if the device is placed in a secondary vacuum, using e.g. a chamber such as the one illustrated in the left-hand side column of figure 2. It is then observed with an icosahedral Al-Cu-Fe quasicrystal that tribo-oxidation does not occur anymore and that the friction coefficient is stable around its initial value μ = μ 0 (figure 6). If in turn, air, or oxygen, is fed back to the chamber, the value of the friction goes rapidly back to its upper limit μ = μ 2 . The process is reversible and μ = μ 0 can be recovered at will if the chamber is evacuated again. The reason for this behaviour-in a good enough vacuum-is that the native surface oxide layer that is always present in air on an Albased sample is broken by the friction forces and evacuated from the friction trace by the rotation of the disk. If the disk rotation is fast enough, the oxide layer has no time to regrow during the time that elapses between two successive passages of the indenter at the same location, thus producing contact between the naked pin and disk surfaces after a small number of pin rotations. The typical conditions for such a mechanism to take place are 10 −6 mbar vacuum and 5.10 −2 m s −1 relative velocity, which are standard for such an experiment. On the contrary, if such conditions are not fulfilled, the oxide layer grows fast enough to form a third body of worn out and oxidized particles that is responsible for the rise of μ up to μ = μ 2 (figure 6).
Wear is therefore intrinsically associated with friction, at least on conventional materials. An example is given in figure 7 for the case of a 6 mm diameter ball of hard steel sliding on a disk of the same material, a disk of sintered alumina and a quasicrystal, the composition of which is indicated in the figure. Actually, it can be easily assessed by inspecting the surface of the quasicrystal disk after ending the test that the experimental conditions chosen for this experiment produce no wear on the quasicrystal. In strong contrast, the same conditions applied to hard steel riding on itself provoke severe wear, indicated by the sharp rise of μ after the beginning of the experiment. Friction stabilizes later on when a steady state is achieved. A third body of worn out steel particles then covers the friction trace as post-mortem inspection teaches us. Similarly, friction on alumina increases smoothly, yet because a transfer of steel from the indenter to the surface of alumina takes place in such a way that the test ends in a situation where friction is between the hard steel indenter and a thin layer of steel deposited at the surface of the hard alumina disk. These measurements will prove useful in section 6 when we will estimate an upper limit of the surface energy.
Clearly from figure 7, friction is found to be significantly reduced when comparing a quasicrystal to a material like hard steel of similar hardness (≈ 7-8 GPa [21] ) and Young modulus (≈ 100 GPa [22] ). We insist here that this result has never meant that quasicrystals are ultra-low friction materials like MoS 2 or graphite, which self-lubricate. It simply means that better technological solutions may be achieved, compared to hard metals, by preparing quasicrystalline friction beds equipped with self-lubricating standard solutions like the ones Figure 6 . Friction coefficient measured in a secondary vacuum with an Al 59 B 3 Cu 25.5 Fe 12.5 icosahedral specimen as a function of the distance run in contact with a Cr-hard steel sphere under a load of 1N. The curve is drawn starting with an empty chamber (residual pressure: 10 −6 mbar) until 3 mbar of air is introduced. The value of μ rises then up to a much higher value than the one that is initially observed. Pumping air out of the chamber brings the coefficient of friction back to its initial value. This behaviour is fully reversible, at least over the limited number of experiments that could be produced. ) with hard steel, sintered alumina and a sintered quasicrystalline specimen as indicated in the figure.
evoked above. Composites that challenge such multi-layered alternatives are the matter of section 9 in this article.
Friction in an ultra-high vacuum and anisotropy of friction
Friction between single crystals
Gellman and his collaborators placed pairs of single crystals in contact under an ultra-high vacuum and measured the shear force that acts against their relative motion [23, 24] . This procedure allowed assessment of the static friction coefficient, which is the ratio between the shear stress necessary to move the samples relative to each other at a very small velocity, of the order of few 10 −5 m s −1 , and a tiny applied load of few tens of 10 −3 N. For the sake of comparison, they used both single icosahedral grains of composition Al 70 Pd 21 Mn 9 and what they call an approximant, which in fact is a B2-CsCl cubic phase of composition Al 48 Pd 42 Mn 10 (at.%). First, they observed that the surface reactivity of the two samples is essentially different when exposed to oxygen: the crystal surface saturates at much smaller exposures compared to the quasicrystalline one, yet leading to the same amorphous Al 2 O 3 oxide. Second, static friction of the naked surfaces (before exposure to O 2 ) is also different: for the quasicrystal, it amounts to about half that of the approximant, in proportion to their respective hardness. Extension to other materials (figure 8) leads the authors to the conclusion that hardness is the 'root cause of low friction of the quasicrystal' and that 'quasicrystallinity may influence friction through bulk hardness rather than aperiodicity of the surface structure'. We will show later in this section and more so in sections 4 and 8 that this is true only to first order, via the so-called ploughing component of friction, but that surface energy effects dominate friction on CMAs.
Third, passivation of the surface with oxygen or even water reduces static friction, in contrast to what was found in the previous section in the case of the formation of a surface oxide layer (figure 9). The two situations are however by essence different: the oxide layer contributes friction because of the emission of third body hard particles whereas molecules adsorbed on the surface contribute to lubricating the contact area.
Anisotropy of friction
That hardness alone is not the root of low friction on quasicrystals was beautifully demonstrated in 2005 by Park et al [25] . As introduced earlier in section 2, an AFM experiment in an ultra-high vacuum was used to this end [15] . The sample was a single grain of a decagonal 6 quasicrystal, which was cut along a 2-fold facet in such a way that the contact plane contained both the periodic direction of the crystal and, perpendicular to it, an aperiodic direction. Exploring the apparent friction on this facet with an AFM tip revealed an anisotropy in friction by a factor close to 8 when the AFM tip moved along the periodic direction or perpendicular to it (figure 10). This anisotropy disappeared when the sample was covered by Static friction coefficient μ S found for a quasicrystalline and an approximant Al-Pd-Mn sample before and after covering the surface either with oxygen or water. In both cases, covering the surface significantly decreases friction. Redrawn from [24] . 6 A decagonal quasicrystal consists of a periodic stacking along a 10-fold direction of aperiodic sheets of atoms. Their symmetry is 10-fold around the periodic axis and 2-fold perpendicular to it.
its native oxide, but was reduced only by a factor of 2 when it was passivated with ethylene. Meanwhile, hardness of the same type of decagonal crystals exhibits no anisotropy, or if any, of a much more reduced amplitude [21] . A weaker anisotropy of friction can be pointed out at a macroscopic level, using a standard pin-on-disk test in a secondary vacuum and a single grain crystal cut the same way [26] . Such a specimen cannot be placed in a perfectly horizontal position on the test device, which forces it to move the position of the contact area up and down along the vertical axis, thus allowing in turn to trace the rotation of the disk just by measuring the position of the pin compared to a reference horizontal plane. Figure 11 summarizes the results of such a test. During a small number of disk rotations at the beginning of the test, the recorded friction shows the same period as the disk: friction takes place on top of the surface oxide layer, which is amorphous and thus isotropic. When the indenter pierces this layer, see above, friction very soon shows a new periodicity, which is close to half the previous one. This behaviour lasts until an accumulation of wear transforms the quasicrystal into a bcc crystalline phase [26] and later on, an amorphous or nanocrystalline material. Careful analysis [27] of the balance between forces leads to the conclusion that friction is 1.5 times larger along the periodic direction compared to the aperiodic direction perpendicular to it. The same data had already been pointed out from scratch testing a decagonal crystal of nearby composition [21] . It makes sense to observe that the anisotropy fully disappears when the oxide layer is formed on the surface after exposure of the sample to ambient air [16] . More specifically, it was observed that oxidation reduces friction against the AFM tip, whatever the contact conditions, as long as the oxide layer remains unbroken [16] . The macroscopic pin-on-disk tests that will be reported in figure 11 and more so in section 5 hereafter will be in strong contrast to this result since the oxide layer will be removed from the contact area during the first steps of the experiment.
The underlying mechanisms that might be responsible for the anisotropy were analysed in a recent review by Rapson [28] . Phase transition taking place due to the contact pressure [26] can be ruled out a priori since no significant wear is observed, on the one hand, and passivation of the AFM tip keeps the contact in the elastic regime [29] , on the other. As a consequence, bond formation and plastic deformation do not contribute in this regime to the energy dissipation that accompanies friction. Plausible mechanisms are henceforth electron-hole exchange through the contact area and phonon dissipation, or a mixture of both effects, which would be sensitive to the formation of gaps in the densities of electronic and/or phononic states. However, propagation of sound in decagonal quasicrystals does not show such a large anisotropy [30] , which in turn draws attention to the role of electronic effects. We will come back to this point in a later section. Also, incommensuration between periodic and aperiodic directions may be involved in the anisotropy as was demonstrated by Filippov et al [31] using numerical simulations based on an ad hoc potential able of mimicking the relevant length scales along both types of directions. Anisotropy is assigned in this study to the large difference of corrugation installed by the potential along the periodic direction, which fits the P = 0.4 nm period found along the 10-fold axis in the decagonal crystal, on the one hand, and short S = 0.8 nm and long L = τS = 1.3 nm segments that combine to build up Friction force experienced by an AFM tip sliding on the 2-fold surface of an Al-Co-Ni decagonal quasicrystal along, respectively, its periodic and aperiodic directions (left y-axis). The ratio between the two sets of data is shown in the upper part of the figure (right-hand side y-axis). Courtesy of P A Thiel, Ames Laboratories. Redrawn from [15] . Figure 11 . Pin-on-disk measurements obtained in a secondary vacuum for a single grain, decagonal specimen in contact with a 6 mm spherical indenter of hard steel. The lower curve is for the position of the disk along a vertical axis and shows a period identical to that of the rotation of the disk. The upper curve shows the friction coefficient that is recorded simultaneously. It has the same period as the disk position at the beginning of the test, until the surface oxide layer is broken and the two bodies, indenter and quasicrystal, come into contact. The periodicity of the signal is then divided by 2 when the indenter experiences friction in contact with the naked 2-fold surface of the quasicrystal. This signal lasts until friction and wear destroy the brittle quasicrystal surface.
the aperiodic direction on the other (τ is the golden mean). Changing these parameters in the model allows the authors to modify the response of their simulation and to observe that a different anisotropy can be obtained for a different set of parameters, up to an inversion of the anisotropy for a suitable choice of S and L compared to P. This model however does not account for the fact that macroscopic measurements also reveal the anisotropy of friction on a decagonal quasicrystal.
CMAs friction in a secondary vacuum
General trends
With the view that a systematic study of a large variety of compounds may help us to understand better the origin of friction on Al-based CMAs, we have performed a series of pin-on-disk tests in a secondary vacuum on various compounds, changing the composition, therefore the crystal structure, their hardness and electronic density of states. These compounds, binary or ternary, were already listed elsewhere together with their relevant crystal structures [32] . Complementary measurements were produced on elemental Al, Cu and on reference samples like alumina or window glass for the sake of comparison. The experimental conditions were all the same for all samples, namely residual pressure in the pin-on-disk chamber: 10 Similarly, the right-hand side of figure 12 presents data for Al-Cu compounds, with no or little addition of transition metals (with the noticeable exception of the Al-Cu-Fe quasicrystal which follows the same trend, see the solid diamond symbol), on the one hand, and compounds that contain transition metals (TM = Cr and Fe), on the other. The former compounds assemble in the bottom part of the figure and show friction coefficients that slowly decrease with increasing hardness. In contrast, the TM containing specimens fall above that region and supply data that are more erratically distributed, but roughly increase with increasing hardness. Such a piece of evidence rules out hardness as the sole root of friction on CMAs.
Focus on binary samples
Many binary compounds form with aluminium [33] . In order to clarify the origin of friction against hard steel on Al-based compounds, we have systematically investigated μ and H V for Figure 12 . Ensemble of friction coefficients measured in a secondary vacuum against hard Cr-steel with a variety of specimens presented according to their Vickers hardness H V (see [20] for details). The dashed curve in the left-hand side of the figure is a guide for the eye and varies in inverse proportion of H V . The right-hand side of the figure presents a magnification of the region with 400 < H V < 1000. Adapted from [20] with permission of World Scientific, Singapore.
a significantly large number of sintered compounds. Many of them fall around the equiatomic composition Al 50 TM 50 where TM represents a transition metal selected among Cu, Ni, Co, Fe, Mn, Ti in the 3d metals row or Zr in the 4d line. Their lattice structure is most often, but not always, cubic and close to the B2-CsCl type (noted β-phase) although ordering of vacancies may complicate the structure [34] . Other compounds of generic formula Al 75 TM 25 were also investigated, like the Al 3 Ni orthorhombic compound isotypic with Fe 3 C cementite, as well as Al 13 Fe 4 and Al 13 Co 4 , Al 11 Mn 4 , etc. Cubic phases will be represented in figures hereafter by squares whereas the other types of compounds will appear represented by a dot, with the exception of the icosahedral compounds that will be shown as a star symbol.
A full series of friction data is reported in figure 13 as a function of sample Vickers hardness. The general trend that friction (in a vacuum) decays in inverse proportion to the hardness is still observed, although significant shifts are clearly visible. Among all compounds, the icosahedral material manifests itself at the lowest friction coefficient, but the difference compared to two Al-Cu binaries (dot for Al 3 Cu 2 and square for h-AlCu close to the star in figure 13 ) falls within the error range of the measurement. This similarity was already exploited to design bonding layers specific to quasicrystalline coatings [35] . Another interesting piece of evidence is the regular decay observed on μ when it is plotted as a function of the number of valence electrons in the compound, which may be directly inferred from composition ( figure 14) . Again, although a scatter of the data points is observed, friction is the lowest for compounds lying in the right-hand side of the row, i.e. for a filled d-band, in contrast to alloys that will show a tendency to hybridize to steel in order to complete their d-band. Observe, however, the crosscorrelation between H V and the filling of the valence band ( figure 15) , which follows the well-known behaviour of the cohesive energy for 3d metals (see the next section), with two maxima around valence electron numbers NVE equal to 4.5 and 7, respectively. It makes sense, therefore, to wonder if the root of friction is to be found in the electronic DOS as well as in the hardness, itself being determined not only by the preparation process, although it matters, but also, in an essential way, by the cohesive energy of the material, hence its DOS. Sci Experimental correlation observed between the friction coefficient already shown in figure 13 and the number of valence electrons in the compound. Symbols are defined as in figure 13 .
Copper is omitted. Figure 15 . Experimental correlation between hardness measured using a Vickers indenter for the samples shown in figure 13 and NVE as defined as in figure 14 . Two maxima and a marked minimum of H V are clearly visible in spite of the data scatter.
6. Surface energy
Experiments with elemental metals and reference samples
At this stage, an interesting clue is to perform the same pinon-disk experiments with elemental metals for which hardness is easily measured and surface energy is known from computations [36] . Figure 16 (a) summarizes the surface energy 7 γ S of those metals, which is taken as half the cohesive energy E C , thus neglecting out of equilibrium effects. E C is well known for 3d metals (solid squares), 4d metals (open triangles, only part of the series is drawn) and one 5d metal and aluminium (grey square). When presented as a function of the number of valence electrons (s, p + d), the plot of γ S for the 3d series goes through two marked maxima at 5 and 9 s, p + d electrons per atom and a sharp minimum in between, which are characteristic of this plot. Conversely, the 4d series shows only a maximum in the middle of the band, of which only the lowest populated part is presented in the figure. . Experimental values of the friction coefficient on samples of the same metals may be plotted in a one-to-one correspondence with the same curves, figure 16(b) .
To this end, we assume a correction for the ploughing component of friction that is explained in the coming subsection 6.2 and is given by a constant divided by the hardness of the sample (times a constant scaling factor). This correction cannot hold true for very soft metals like Pb or Sn, but proves to be operational already for Al. When doing so, the experimental friction coefficient after correction, or μ C , exhibits the same characteristic two maxima and minimum expected from theoretical data for the 3d series ( figure 16(b) ). Two data points however, marked by larger symbols (triangle for Mo and square for Co) emphasize the limits of the approach. Both fall below the other data points because adsorption of oxygen on the surface in the experimental conditions provided by this experiment cannot prevent lubrication of the trace and therefore hinder friction of the naked surfaces against each other. Yet, for all other data points, matching between theoretical values of γ S and the experimental ones is pretty good. We will use this opportunity to estimate the surface energy of our CMA samples after appropriate calibration of the experiment.
Model and calibration of the pin-on-disk experiment
Various models may be found in the literature, which account for the hardness and adhesion effects, depending on the parameters of the contact geometry. An updated review is available in an article by Gao et al [37] . Interestingly, Park et al pointed out that an AFM W 2 C tip experiences a very significant shear stress when displaced in contact with the 2-fold facet of an Al-Ni-Co decagonal single grain [38] . Its friction-load pattern is then best accounted for using the Johnson-Kendall-Roberts model (JKR) [39] , although the contacting bodies are both hard materials. The importance of the shear stress and accordance with the JKR model emphasizes the key role played in friction by adhesion properties.
To explore the relative weights of plastic deformation, what we call the ploughing component of friction, and of adhesion, we will rely in this article on a simple picture that assigns friction to a balance between the reciprocal hardness, to account for ploughing, and the work of adhesion. In other words, we separate-in a sense, artificially-the contributions of the electronic structure at work in the volume of the sample, which determine the hardness, from those experienced at the surface, which we call adhesion. The model reads
where α and β are fit parameters and W SP is the adhesion work between the pin P and the surface of interest S. Since wear is irrelevant, we assume that W SP is the reversible adhesion energy between the pin and the surface, i.e.
SP S P S P with γ P the surface energy of the pin and γ SP the interfacial energy developed at thermodynamic equilibrium between S and P. The values of γ P and even more so, of γ SP are essentially unknown. In a very drastic assumption, we admit, we take γ P − γ SP = 0, which leaves us with a new version of equation (1),
V 1 s from which it is easy to deduce an upper limit for γ S if α and β are determined. Therefore, friction may be corrected for its ploughing component
c V 1 that will be used in the following sections (the scaling factor applied in figure 16(b) is simply equal to 1/β, later in this section we will just omit it). The values of the device parameters α and β can be obtained from experiments like the ones shown in figure 16(b) , after measuring, on the one hand, the Vickers hardness of the reference samples (pure metals, window glass, sintered alumina), the surface energy of which is known either from experiments or from computations [36] , and on the other hand, friction against hard steel, always in the very same conditions that we have already introduced in this article. The data presented in figure 7 for sintered alumina is especially relevant in this respect since it starts with the friction coefficient of 'naked' alumina, but ends with that of alumina covered with steel. Its surface energy evolves therefore from that of alumina to that of steel, whereas its hardness does not change. The resulting two data points are introduced at the highest hardness on the x-axis in figure 17, which yields a comparison between the experimental friction coefficient (solid dots in the right-hand side part of the figure) and the one calculated according to equation (3) above (open circles), once α and β are determined for the very specific apparatus used in our study: α = 33.5 H V units; β = 0.322 m 2 J −1 . Agreement between experimental and calculated data is rather good (linear regression coefficient r = 0.9557, left-hand side part of figure 17), except for soft metals like Pb and Sn (arrow in the right-hand side of figure 17) as expected from the divergence of equation (3) when H V → 0.
We insist again: our procedure to analyse friction data has meaning only for the device we have used and imposes especially that all experimental conditions are kept unchanged when examining new samples of unknown surface energy.
Yet, by doing so, insight is gained into this very important property that otherwise cannot be computed, due to the large size of the unit cell of many of our samples and the present limited computer capabilities, nor experimentally assessed owing to the large number of samples, which makes the present analysis valuable.
Surface energy of CMAs
For the sake of brevity, we call the surface energy hereafter, or γ S , the upper value of the surface energy determined as explained in the previous sub-section. Experimental values obtained for the series of CMA compounds already addressed in previous sections are represented in figure 18 . Quasicrystals supply the smallest values of γ S (the data point for icosahedral AlPdMn is hardly visible because it is hidden by a square symbol that stands for a β-Al-Cu-Fe phase). Again, like friction, typical values of γ S for cubic phases of the Al-Cu and Al-Cu-Fe systems come close to those for the quasicrystals, but may be much higher if the transition metal constituents are different, e.g. Al-Zr or AlTi. More complex compounds, like the ω-Al 7 Cu 2 Fe, λ-Al 13 (Fe or Co) 4 , etc, crystals exhibit significantly larger surface energy. The upper part of figure 18 presents the Vickers hardness measured for the same specimens. Clearly, it cannot be the root of friction since, as is observed on the experimental data, it remains within a narrow range (with few exceptions however) whereas μ evolves significantly. Meanwhile, as shown by the data relevant to β-phases (square symbols in figure 18 ), composition has far more influence: friction is larger if the transition metal constituent is selected among the beginning or centre of the d-series and is reduced for samples containing Cu (figure 14), as we have already seen in a previous section.
Friction corrected for the ploughing effect
Since hardness is not the only effect that reduces friction, but that adhesion is equally important through the effect of the surface energy, we will concentrate in the following on friction corrected from its ploughing component as indicated by equation (4) . The corrected friction coefficient, which is noted μ C hereafter, is presented as a function of the filling of the valence band in figure 19 . Correction is not very significant for most data, except for aluminium, which is a soft metal. We will discuss in section 8 the dependence of μ C on the electronic structure of the material and its complexity. However, first let us study solid-solid adhesion in a secondary vacuum.
Solid-solid adhesion and fretting
The experimental set-up used to assess adhesion between solids in a secondary vacuum is depicted in the right-hand side column of figure 2. It consists of a fretting device actuated by a piezoelectric transducer and a sensor that measures the force needed to open the contact after a few hundreds of alternating movements (of amplitude in the range 10-30 10 −6 m) have been imposed on the spherical indenter placed in contact with the solid of interest under an external load that reaches typically 2/3 of the elastic limit of the material. This experiment is repeated until the surfaces are worn out, which also provides a measure of the adhesion forces at work. For low adhesion situations, thousands of cycles may be necessary to cause destruction of the contact area, whereas high adhesion is observed over very brief experiments. comparison with the reference materials is also shown. Adhesion of icosahedral AlPdMn against both steel (in black in the figure) and aluminum-based alloys (white and grey) is virtually absent, and even more so, for the ξ′-AlPdMn approximant, which is a CMA containing a few hundred atoms per unit cell [41] . In strong contrast, conventional materials like the SS316L steel and the AISI 52 100 aluminium alloy produce far larger adhesion forces when placed in contact with themselves (the average adhesion force measured for the final fretting tests is indicated in mN in the figure) . Similarly, in figure 20(b) , sintered icosahedral samples present reduced adhesion against a large variety of counterparts, except against the AI7075 alloy that sticks more to the disks, which also contain Al as a majority constituent, but with an adhesion force that is significantly lower than the one observed against the reference samples ( figure 20(a) ). Comparing now reference samples and crystalline CMAs that contain various concentrations of mid-row transition metals, like Cr, Fe or Mo demonstrates again that the stick force is dramatically enhanced on such materials ( figure 21 ). This tendency is especially well illustrated with two samples of the γ-brass phase that forms in the AlCrFe system [42] and in which addition of Mo to replace Cr may be achieved. We may understand in a first approach the most salient features extracted from these measurements of the stick force as it is summarized in figure 22 . To this end, we anticipate on the DOS measurements reported on in the coming section, on the one hand, and we rely on a fairly crude model of adhesion: we assume that the stick force is proportional to the charge transfer from disk to pin in a rigid band model. The difference in nature of the indenter-Al-based or Fe-basedtherefore changes the transfer. In the former case, all electrons at the Fermi energy participate to the transfer, whereas in the second case, only those electrons that may complete the d-band of Fe have to be taken into account. More specifically, d electrons of Cu and Pd do not bind to Fe, as is already well known from Cu-Fe and Fe-Pd phase diagrams, while d-states of Al participate in the transfer. The main features of the stick force for various CMA substrates and two distinct indenters are then roughly reproduced ( figure 22 ). We will address more accurately the role of the DOS in the coming section. To begin, we illustrate the response of SXES measurements regarding the determination of partial densities of states. To this end, we refer to the computed DOS obtained for the ω compound of composition Al 70 Cu 20 Fe 10 and tetragonal structure (P4/mnc; a = 0.6336 nm; c = 1.4870 nm) [43] . Ab initio computation of the DOS was based on the linear muffin-tin orbital (LMTO) method in the augmented plane wave approximation, see [43] for details. Figure 23 presents an overview on the computed partial DOSs together with the total DOS while the inset is for the same partial DOSs after broadening by a Lorentzian line shape that accounts for the finite lifetime of the core hole and finite resolution of SXES spectroscopy. These are typical results that can be compared to experimental data supplied by the technique. Comparison to the total DOS is excluded since transition matrix elements are unknown. Furthermore, all DOSs are normalized to their respective maximum intensity, a situation that makes a clear difference with respect to the raw computed curves with no normalization. The vertical line at zero binding energy marks Sci [43] . The inset presents the same data, but after broadening to account for the SXES limitations, and normalization to their respective maximum intensity. Due to the lack of knowledge of the transition matrix elements involved in the SXES process, the total DOS cannot be computed (inset).
the Fermi energy, which is accurately derived from separate x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) experiments [17] . We shall assume in the following that only the fraction k B T (k B Boltzmann constant, T temperature) of states that sit at the Fermi energy E F is involved in the adhesion process. Furthermore, since the counterpart is hard steel, i.e. essentially a 3d metal with uncompleted d-band, adhesion is the result of transfer of d-electrons from the sample disk to the pin. The partial DOSs of interest will therefore be the Al d and Fe 3d ones because the density of Cu3d states at E F is negligible since the peak of Cu 3d states is located far below E F on the one hand (figure 23), and the Al s contribution to the Al s, d DOS (s and d states of Al cannot be separated by SXES) is small compared to that of the d contribution, as computations teach us on the other hand. Typical numbers taken from the inset in figure 23 are n(E F ) = 35% for the Fe3d DOS and n(E F ) = 40% for the Al s, d one, both given in arbitrary units, which a priori cannot be intermixed due to the intrinsic limitation of SXES. Following the evolution of those numbers when the nature of the phase is changed among Albased CMAs makes sense, however, since one may assume that the transition matrix elements, although unknown for each specific partial DOS, change smoothly with the composition. This is what we will do now for the B2-CsCl type of phases.
The case of the B2-CsCl phases
B2 phases, also noted β-Al 1 − x TM x , with x in the vicinity of 50 at.% and TM = Ti, Fe, Ni, Co, Cu and Zr, are pretty abundant in Al-based CMAs. They exhibit frequently superstructuring due to vacancy ordering [34] or distortion from the cubic lattice like in the h-AlCu phase [33] . Ternary B2 cubic phases such as β-Al 55 Cu 30 Fe 15 play a very significant role in the present context since they may be considered as approximants of the quasicrystal [34] to which they are related as being its average lattice [44] .
We have undertaken a systematic survey of the friction coefficient in a secondary vacuum against hard steel for several β-phases. The corrected friction coefficient μ C is shown in figure 24 as a function of the intensity at Fermi energy of the three partial DOSs of interest: Al3s,d, Al3p and TM3d. It clearly increases with the enhanced density of TM3d states at the Fermi energy, but shows the opposite behaviour if the partial DOSs of Al are considered. This finding leads us to conclude, in a first approximation, that adhesion is the result of the formation of a (rigid) band between the disk and the (steel) pin. This conclusion is consistent with our previous one deduced from fretting tests. Unfortunately, we could not produce experiments with different pin materials, as we did in section 7 for fretting tests, and therefore, we cannot test our conclusion further.
Friction, chemical composition and lattice complexity
An immediate consequence of the previous section is that the chemical composition matters more to reduce friction than the lattice structure, or complexity. Yet, investigating the possible role of complexity is worth a bit more attention. Complexity may be reduced to one single number, however paradoxical this process may appear [4] . To this end, we use a complexity index defined as the (natural) logarithm of N uc , the number of atoms in the unit cell, which, by the way, is very similar to the Shannon entropy of the information needed to build the lattice:
C uc
Although a quasiperiodic lattice is considered infinite, such a definition is applicable to a quasicrystal because any sample has a finite size, say for instance one Avogadro number of atoms (β C ≈ 54) in the case of a single grain material, or the size of one grain in a multi-grained specimen (β C ≈ 45). Similarly, the average complexity of a decagonal quasicrystal is related in a simple way to that of the icosahedral quasicrystal [4] .
A plot of the corrected friction coefficient is shown in figure 25 as a function of β C . Once more, the data for the icosahedral quasicrystal falls slightly below all other values, but, owing to the experimental error, it is not actually smaller than that of the Al-Cu γ-brass phase. On average, and to a first order approximation only, there is a tendency for the data points to obey a decrease of μ C with increasing complexity. This trend is made more easily visible in the inset of figure 25, which shows a blow-up of the low complexity index region and uses a double logarithmic plot, as was already done in figure 1 for electron transport. The solid line is drawn with a slope −1/4.
Many data points fall around this line, but not all, by far. For instance, the two Al 13 TM 4 compounds (TM = Fe, Co), with a bit more than 100 atoms per unit cell (open dots in figure 25 ) are found significantly above the line, whereas γ- Al 4 Cu 9 lies below, like the quasicrystal (the star in figure 25 ). Electron transport in Al-based CMAs is found to be inversely proportional to β C (figure 1), a key result that is consistent with electron critical localization and hopping conduction, at least in sufficiently complex compounds (β C > 5). As a consequence, the electronic conductivity is expected to vary in inverse proportion to the square of the DOS at E F : σ ∝ n (E F ) −2 , at least in a range of crystal unit cell sizes above a certain threshold, called the Julia threshold 8 β C = β J = 5, i.e. typically above 100 atoms per primitive unit cell. This result was first sorted out by Mizutani [46] , and experimentally confirmed by our study of the conductivity of a large number of CMAs, including a few of those used in this study (see figure 8 in [4] ). Accordingly, we expect to observe in this range of complexity (β C > β J ) a link between friction and electron transport, thus given by: μ C ∝ σ 1/4 . Experimental verification of this prediction can only be partial because the transport properties of most of the very specimens used for friction measurements are missing. Nevertheless, such a correlation is obvious ( figure 26 ) for the few samples for which such data are available.
This correlation sheds new light on the anisotropy of friction discussed in section 4.2 because electron transport is anisotropic as well and shows an anisotropy factor of about 8 [47] . The two measurements-friction and electron conduction-are made on macroscopic samples and are therefore consistent: 1.5 ≈ 8 1/4 . The most plausible mechanism to explain the anisotropy of friction is thus related to the anisotropy of the surface energy, which for a solid crystal is a tensorial property that determines its equilibrium shape [48] . Decagonal single grains grow at near equilibrium in the shrinkage cavities of ingots with a pronounced needle shape, which tells us that the symmetry of the surface energy tensor is (nearly) cylindrical and elongated in the direction of the periodic axis. At macroscopic scale, pin-on-disk tests the average friction over a contact area that is large enough to integrate the effects of both the elongated principal axis of the (elliptic) tensor, and the other perpendicular axis, but weighted differently when the pin runs along the periodic direction or perpendicular to it. This effect smooths out the anisotropy of the tensor, which in contrast is fully probed in the AFM experiment.
At smaller unit cell sizes (β C < β J ), the transport mechanism evolves from hopping conductivity in high complexity CMAs to ballistic in metallic aluminium. Its scaling with the DOS at E F changes with lattice complexity, although it stays close to σ ∝ n(E F ) −6 [4] . In this range, correlation between transport and friction data is far less obvious because of the broad scatter of the data. The hardness of complex intermetallics is generally high and contributes to minimize ploughing on such compounds. Unfortunately, toughness of the same materials varies in inverse proportion and is found to be low to very low for all Correlation observed between corrected friction coefficient and electronic conductivity at 300 K for a few samples with β C > β J = 5 for which both friction and conductivity data are available. Symbols represent the same CMAs as in previous figures. The line guides the eye with a slope + 1/4. 8 The existence of this threshold was derived from a critical analysis of lattice structure data by Dr Julia Dschemuchadse [45] .
CMAs used in this study. Typical numbers are significantly below 1 MPa m 1/2 , which represents a rather poor resistance to crack propagation 9 . It is as low as 0.1 MPa m 1/2 for single grain icosahedral quasicrystals, which excludes any practical usage in a mechanical device. As a consequence, friction can be assessed only using very peculiar conditions like in an AFM or with a reduced load in a secondary vacuum such that no wear is produced. Realistic applications require one to either improve the toughness of the material, which we will examine in the coming two sub-sections, or rely upon the preparation of surface coatings [3, 10, 49, 50] . Thin enough coatings of hard and brittle materials are well-known technological solutions, but they face a supplementary drawback in the case of quasicrystals that comes from their low surface energy and therefore their intrinsically poor adherence to the substrate [51] . Adaptation bond coats are then necessary [35] . To the best of our knowledge, no successful utilisation of a CMA coating has been achieved so far in contact mechanics. Therefore, we prefer to concentrate in the following subsections on an attempt to increase the toughness of those materials and on a commercially available solution with good tribological properties. This latter application is the focus of a full article in this special collection of articles in Science and Technology of Advanced Materials [52] .
Self-lubricating metal-matrix composites
Self-lubrication may be induced in a sintered quasicrystalline material by adding a small amount of a low-melting point, soft metal that furthermore does not dissolve in the lattice. This solution, first suggested by Singh and Tsai [53] , was widely studied by different authors [54, 55] . It can also teach us something about the surface energy of the quasicrystal, as we show now.
Multigrained pellets of Al 59 Cu 25 Fe 13 B 3 quasicrystal powder were sintered under uniaxial pressure using either a conventional sintering machine [8] or a spark plasma sintering device. The powder was first prepared from an atomised batch, sieved in the range 45-70 μm, and mixed by mechanical alloying under an argon atmosphere with either tin or bismuth. The temperature profile applied during sintering was selected in such a way as to transform any metastable phase inherited from the atomisation process into the stable phase, which is the icosahedral quasicrystal itself, as could easily be assessed by powder x-ray diffraction applied to the final pellet. The fraction of metal addition was varied between 0 and 15 Vol. %. Hardness was assessed using a Vickers indenter under a load of 0.5 N, which in turn allowed us estimate the toughness constant from the length of the Palmqvist cracks [56] . Data are presented in figure 27 for the two metals M = Sn or Bi used in this study [55] . Clearly enough, the addition of one or the other metal is beneficial: hardness decreases whereas toughness is significantly improved up to the range characteristic of the technical ceramics used in mechanical devices. Figure 28 reports the dependence on the volume of metal M added to the pellet for the initial friction coefficients μ 0 and μ 1 and delay δ 1 before wear sets in (these symbols are defined in figure 4) . Surprisingly, the two metals have essentially different influences: the initial friction coefficient μ 0 increases with Bi addition, but decreases with that of Sn, which is reflecting the different lubricating properties of the Bi and Sn oxides, respectively (left-hand side of figure 28) . Simultaneously, increasing the fraction of Bi enhances first the δ 1 delay and then decreases it, whereas Sn does the opposite (right-hand side of figure 28) while μ 1 exhibits the same trend for both metals (left-hand side of figure 28 ). Metallographic observation of the polished pellets indicates that the metals, which do not dissolve in the quasicrystal, decorate the powder grain boundaries, forming a continuous medium above a certain fraction threshold. This threshold may be deduced from microscopy observations and is estimated to lie in the vicinity of 3 Vol. %. Assuming then that the surface energy of Bi and Sn is preserved in this experiment [36] , despite the metallurgical processing applied to the samples, allows us to interpret the data. Bi has a surface energy γ S = 0.5 J m 2 , slightly below or very similar to that of the quasicrystal powder, whereas Sn has γ S = 0.7 J m 2 , above that of the Al-Cu-Fe quasicrystal ( figure 18) . Wetting of the quasicrystal by metal M will therefore be different: Bi wets more than Sn and forms a continuous coating on the grains in an easier way. The mechanical strength of the composite will accordingly change around the percolation threshold, depending on the surface energy of the associated metal: disrupting the coating/grain boundary is easier with Sn than with Bi until continuous wetting by the soft metal, i.e. above the percolation threshold, renders the composite softer. Alternatively, the conclusion from this experiment is consistent with our findings about the surface energy of the AlCu-Fe quasicrystal (section 6.3), which it confirms in an indirect way. Such a confirmation is actually a practical application of the composite, although not yet of technological relevance.
Polymer-matrix composites
Polymer-matrix composites reinforced with atomized quasicrystalline powder particles were invented by Sheares and Bloom [57] . It so happens that such reinforcement particles are especially suited for additive manufacturing using an infrared (IR) laser beam. The process, which is described in full detail elsewhere [52] , consists in irradiating the flat surface of a batch of polymer powder blended with the reinforcement material using a beam of IR light whose position is computer monitored in such a way as to melt locally the polymer, thus producing a solid thin layer on top of the batch. A new layer is then deposited above the solidified one and the process restarted while the batch moves downwards by a distance equal to the layer thickness. A solid emerges, layer by layer, which can be of any possible shape. Additive manufacturing has become an industrial process that has many different options, including three-dimensional printing, and can be applied in a very versatile way to the fabrication of an immense variety of mechanical parts. Most often, however, reinforcement of the polymer is mandatory to achieve respectable mechanical performance, which can be obtained using various reinforcing materials like minerals, steel or alloys, oxides, etc. Addition of quasicrystalline powders proves superior in this respect [52] .
The reason for such a better performance lies in the specific electron transport properties of quasicrystals. Since conduction is achieved by hopping electrons, the Drude peak that characterizes the optical conductivity of metals in the low frequencies region has disappeared in a quasicrystal [58] . As a result, the absorption of IR light is far higher in a quasicrystal in comparison to pure aluminium, its alloys, or other metals like steel, for which it comes close to R = 1, instead of R = 0.6 for a quasicrystal. A straightforward computation shows then that the elevation of temperature in a quasicrystal grain is around 30-40 K, which ensures good melting of the surrounding polymer [59] . The consequences are manifold: the resulting parts are leak tight, and therefore do not need any supplementary treatment for usage under pressure, the toughness of the material is improved, and as we show in this section, tribological performance and wear resistance are significantly higher in comparison to the state of the art results using conventional filling particles. The reader is urged to have a look at the figures in [52] for examples of pin-on-disk and abrasion tests that demonstrate the superior performance of quasicrystalline reinforcement in comparison to conventional state-of-the-art solutions. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first fully successful commercial application of atomized quasicrystalline powders [60].
Conclusions
We have presented in this article a few series of experimental data that are significant to understand friction and solid-solid adhesion at the surface of complex metallic alloys and especially quasicrystals. We used, to this end, our own results and material from the literature. We addressed several issues, including friction in a secondary and ultra-high vacuum, fretting and cold welding, and plausible application niches for those materials in contact mechanics. Other potential application niches are addressed elsewhere [4, 5, 61] . We insisted on several pieces of experimental evidence that link transport properties, on the one hand, and partial densities of states at the Fermi energy, on the other hand, to the adhesion part of friction in a vacuum. Despite not being able to directly observe electron transfer through the contact area, we showed convincing evidence that the root of solid-solid adhesion is to be found in the lowered surface energy manifested on complex Al-based intermetallics, and more specifically, the surface tension that establishes the equilibrium shape of those crystals. The balance between contributions to friction that arise from hardness, chemical composition, and complexity, via the density of states, was examined. It turns out that for simple crystals like the B2-CsCl phases of composition in the vicinity of Al 50 TM 50 , the major contribution to reduce friction comes from the choice of the TM element: TM = Cu or Pd ends up in far less friction against steel than any other TM element from the centre of the TM row. Complexity however adds a further decrease of friction, which reaches its minimum with the Al-Cu-Fe quasicrystal. On such highly complex crystals, friction happens to correlate with electronic conductivity, which sheds light on the origin of anisotropic friction observed on decagonal quasicrystals.
Many unknowns remain of course, especially at the nanoscopic scale. Here, we just mention a few. What is the effect of lattice corrugation and lattice mismatch between pin and sample? Does bulk truncation and/or lattice reconstruction, which is virtually absent on quasicrystals, but not on simpler crystals like λ-Al 13 TM 4 [62, 63] , play any role? Do surface phasons [64] interfere? Beyond the interaction between naked surfaces, which kind of response is to be expected from CMA surfaces covered by molecules like fullerenes [65] or a single element quasicrystal like the threedimensional Pb films recently uncovered by Sharma et al [66] ? Altogether, the new world of quasicrystalline alloys that was disclosed by Shechtman et al [67] is far from being totally exploited, and more importantly, understood from the point of view of contact mechanics.
